
SIMPLIFY.   COMMIT.   DELIVER.



Aerizo is a leading system integration company in the UAE

that serves customers throughout the Middle East. With a

mix of technical knowledge, true passion, and imaginative

solving skills, we offer the best approach. This helps us to

give our customers the best creative IT solution.

The company has built a strong relationship with SMB and

large enterprises in and around the country. We ensure that

any part of the project is taken care of in an ideal manner

from the delivery of the best products to consultancy

services and quality control. We have a true partnership

with our clients. The sooner you involve us; the more value

we can add.

ABOUT AERIZO



END-TO-END IT SERVICES

In Today’s era, organizations which are technologically

focused and globally connected, totally rely on People,

Process and Technology to develop their products and

deliver the services.

Focusing on the market pain points Aerizo Headquartered

in UAE, takes a consultative approach on technology

delivery to enhance business Resilience, reduce CAPEX

and optimize OPEX.

Tapping the synergy i.e. combined with competency and

resources, Aerizo and the team of experts are ever ready to

deliver unparalleled quality, technologically seamless and

end-to-end well knitted integrated solution's that suit every

business type.

WHY  
AERIZO



INDUSTRY WESERVE
We are passionate about what we do!

HOSPITALITYSECTOR
In the hospitality industry, building a good guest experience is

above all. We have the experience to help you choose the

technology that will keep the customers coming back to you while

increasing the efficiency of the workers and reducing costs, we

are working with solutions that are ready for the future and build-

for-use

PUBLIC SECTOR
Countries are rapidly developing their SMART City building

strategies. We understand the requirements of designing, building

and ensuring ICT infrastructure that not only supports the current

strategies but also meets the demand for the next decade. We

work to deliver the Government’s vision with our partners.

MANUFACTURING SECTOR
The prices of production are increasingly dropping, as suppliers are in

a position to manufacture their products at a cheaper rate. Therefore,

it is important to improve operating efficiencies in supply chain

management in the plant. Our AERIZO specialists will assist in finding

certain ICT fields in which smart technology can be used to improve

performance.



FINANCIAL SECTOR
Financial services are the heart of the economy. In ICT technology,

the transaction and sending and receiving quality is a crucial

sector and is necessary to make it efficient, fast, secure and

stable. We support our clients to run their business in a reliable

manner, and we are a trustworthy ICT partner.

EDUCATION SECTOR
We believe that quality schooling has an immense effect on our

personal and social lives. We provide approaches to the

strategic priorities of schools in order to support their learning

process – we adapt our approaches to improve learning

environments and enable students and teachers to participate in

constructive discussion.

HEALTHCARE SECTOR
Having a comprehensive and safe health care ICT network is a top

priority for all ICT health care professionals–our array of

technologies covers the development and maintenance of

converged networks, connectivity and networking systems, asset

monitoring, hospital management software and so on. We provide

a variety of ICT technologies to the various niches.

INDUSTRY WESERVE
We are passionate about what we do!



S O L U T I O N S  W E  P R O V I D E

We are driven by our customer's ICT needs; We deliver

end-to-end ICT solutions to meet the unique business

requirement of each customer with the best of class

multi-vendor solutions

CORE TECHNOLOGIES

Active & Passive ICT 

Infrastructure

Cyber Security Solutions

Cloud Integration

Unified Communication

&

Collaboration

EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES

IoT Blockchain



ACTIVE & PASSIVE ICT

INFRASTRUCTURE  SOLUTIONS

We are partnered with the leading manufacturers to  

deliver long-lasting passive infrastructure

• Design & Implementation Data 

Center Virtualization

• Core & Edge Data Switching

• Network Design & Implementation

• Voice  Networking

• Wireless  Networking

• CCTV surveillance System Design 

& Implementation

• Enterprise-Grade Access Control 

System Design & Implementation 

• IoT Smart Monitoring System Design & 

Implementation



WE DON’T DELIVER SECURITY  

SERVICES, WE DELIVER TRUST!

We know the criticalities of data exploitation and

anticipating your intense concerns for the security of

your data, we walk an extra mile to strategize

reliable, scalable, and affordable cybersecurity

solutions. We provide comprehensive enterprise

security services from consultation, design,

deployment, support to managed security services.

We guide you with an assessment to give you a

straightforward status of your perimeter security to

endpoint security, and then we work with you to

implement and reinforce the security measures of

your infrastructure. With a team of security

specialists having an experience of over 10 years in

rendering top-rated business security solutions, we

ensure to secure your digital assets before they are

exploited by cyber hackers, and fraudsters.

CYBER SECURITY SOLUTIONS



CERTIFIED SECURITY SPECIALISTS

Utmost security of your business is our prime focus. We

are a crew of security leaders having global recognition

and certified credentials. Leading cybersecurity

industry for over decades, our team members are

masters in their respective domains like ethical hacking,

penetration testing, risk assessment, forensic

investigation, threat hunting, incident response

management, security compliance and governance.



MULTI-DOMAIN  

SECURITY

EXPERTISE

We breathe and live cybersecurity. Aiding

companies to minimize the vulnerability

detection, data protection, infrastructure

evaluation, and compliance regulations

adherence. Our expert general, offensive

and defensive security offerings help

your network, applications, data,

endpoints, and security personnel with

staunching red teaming techniques and

best practices bundled as affordable

cybersecurity solutions.



SUBSCRIPTION-BASED  

EASY-ON-POCKET PLANS

To allow you choose the best fit suiting your business needs and

budget, our services come with flexi-payment plans. Adding

flexibility to opt-in and opt-out of any security service, you can

freely select any affordable, subscription-based plan and protect

your valuable data and information from malicious hackers.



QUICK-FIX YOURBUSINESS  

SECURITY WITH OUR  

AFFORDABLE

SECURITY SERVICES

CYBER REDTEAMING
By simulating real world attacks against your

Infrastructure and services, Aerizo’s RedTeam service

assesses how well your company is prepared to resist

a cyber attack. We will provide you with a fact-based

analysis of your security’s strengths and weaknesses.

We will also give you an accurate overview regarding

the ability of your internal security team and protocols

to protect your company safe from attackers. Through

RedTeaming services we help you to identify the

physical, hardware, software and human vulnerabilities,

lock up all the chances for cyber attacks by fixing

these security weaknesses and enhance your

organization’s ability to address and defend any kinds

of cyber threats in future



REDTEAMING KEY FEATURES AND DELIVERABLES

Realworld Attack Scenarios

Uses real-world Adversary

Tactics, techniques and

procedures.

Customizable Objectives

Experts led engagements to

meet organizational needs.

Objectives based on the relevant

risk to your organization

Executive Summary

High level overview of the redteam

operation for management teams.

Technical Summary

Detailed Technical feedback for technical

teams to understand and replicate the

findings.



MOBILE AND WEBAPPLICATION  

PENETRATION TESTING

Testing and validating mobile application security using the proven best practices and multi-

round processes efficiently defend against potential threats. Our flawless penetration

testing and vulnerabilities testing solutions boost the market-readiness of your mobile

applications cost-efficiently.



KEY ADVANTAGES AND DELIVERABLES

KeyAdvantages

• Provides your management team with a rapid “top down-big picture” of your current security

posture.

• Proactively identify possible or potential security risks, or vulnerabilities, that may allow access

to confidential areas of a network or obtain information from your network

• Provides both short term tactical remediation strategies and long-term strategic roadmaps.

Key Deliverables

• Executive summary, including a high-level summary of the analysis and findings and a

prioritized action plan for remediation.

• Assessment of the security measures currently in place compared with industry practices

• Analysis table of security issues found, identifying and classifying level of effort to exploit,

estimated business impact and recommendation for remediation



NETWORK  

PENETRATION TESTING

We ensure your network security with our futuristic intruder

detection expertise. Pen-testing each node, network layers, and

infrastructure with accuracy, our network security solutions

allow you carry uninterrupted organizational operations.



CYBER AWARENESS TRAINING  

& CERTIFICATIONS

With an aim to empower every nation with robust cyber security, we deliver across-the-

board understanding of all integral aspects of cybersecurity. With a pool of industry’s

leasing security enthusiasts and SMEs, we dispense online, onsite and multi-mode

training and certification programs. Our specially curated career-focused programs for

aspiring security professionals and corporate security training courses aim to hone

implementation-intensive cyber security know-how across domains like ethical hacking,

penetration testing, compliance and standards, red teaming, bug bounty hunting,

security audit, and global certifications.



CLOUD INTEGRATION SOLUTIONS

Organizations are adopting cloud computing technology to maximize scalability, minimize cost

and resources. We at AERIZO can work with you to integrate cloud infrastructure that provides

the agility to your business. We support you to move business applications and infrastructure

from on-premise to the cloud or assist you to adopt a Hybrid model. By integrating cloud to

your IT operation, you can simply increase the up-time of your core applications, and also now you

have the agility to deliver more to your business users in a matter of no time. Your IT management

gets much simpler thanbefore.

MULTI  

CLOUD

PRIVATE  CLOUD

PUBLIC  

CLOUD

HYBRID  CLOUD



YOUR TRUSTED PARTNER FOR 
CLOUD TRANSFORMATION

With over 6 years of proven expertise in technical consultation and related services,

AERIZO has become the go-to partner for successful business transformation. Our

services span the full spectrum of IT needs, from consulting and migration to support.

No matter where you are in your cloud transformation journey, AERIZO has the

expertise and resources needed to help you meet your business objectives and drive

ROI on your cloud investment.

Infrastructure Services
Count on our team of experienced IT professionals to provide you with flexible, 

scalable, and secure systems so you can focus on innovation.

Cloud Consulting
Expert consultative and strategic business services to help you understand the 

complexities, opportunities, and benefits involved in cloud adoption.

Cloud Migration
AERIZO will help get your data and applications into the cloud so that they can be 

accessed from anywhere, anytime.

Managed Services
Rely on outstanding IT and Cloud Managed Services to proactively manage, monitor, 

and maintain a secure, disaster-free environment with exceptional support services.



Comprehensive Cloud Solutions to Fit Your

Unique Business and Industry Needs

Business Objective

Whether you’re looking to modernize your infrastructure, accelerate application development,

improve productivity and collaboration, or better manage and optimize your data, AERIZO

has a solution to fit your organization’s needs.

Infrastructure Modernization

Get IT infrastructure that’s aligned with Your Business Needs

Improve developer productivity, enhance security, automate 

operations, and optimize resources on Cloud’s secure global 

network.

Get Products to Market Faster

Speed up application time to market with automatic application deployment, scaling, and 

upgrades.

Reduce Infrastructure Costs

Stop paying for expensive on-prem hardware; automatically scale cloud instances up 

and down as needed and pay only for what you use.

Enhance Performance & Reliability

Autoscaling and load balancing ensure application availability and performance.



MANAGED CLOUD SERVICES

Managed Cloud Services You Can Count On

Successfully managing a business in the digital age requires keeping in

step with the latest technology and also knowing how to use that

technology to fit your company’s needs. AERIZO empowers your business

to be a top competitor in your industry by providing quality cloud managed

services that utilize globally recognized standards for a secure, scalable,

and reliable cloud platform.

24/7 Support

Reliable and skilled IT resources supporting your environment.

Expertise

Access to multiple technology competencies and expertise in different 

areas of IT.

Cost Savings

Lowered operational costs and improved ROI.

Optimized Performance
Improved system performance resulting in reduced business downtime



UNIFIED COMMUNICATION

& COLLABORATION

Unlock Team’s Full Potential

To compete in a digital economy, today’s leaders must give their teams the

right skills and tools to succeed. Made for a mobile, global workforce,

Cloud’s collaboration and productivity solutions, highly secure devices, and

browsers help teams stay connected, collaborate effectively, and spend

more time doing work that matters.

Enable Collaboration & Innovation

Cloud’s industry-leading productivity and real-time collaboration tools break

down organizational silos separating people, teams, and content, allowing

ideas to flow freely.

Enhance Productivity

Smart business apps make it easy to find the right information at the right

time, allowing employees to focus on their real work instead of menial

tasks.

Simplify Security & Compliance

Cloud’s centralized console gives admins full visibility and enables them to

more easily stay on top of tasks like provisioning new employees, updates, and

security patches



Our IoT solutions include designing and commissioning of the IoT platform-specific to these growth 

areas.

• Connected buildings 

• Connected facilities 

• Connected homes 

• Connected assets 

EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES 

Emerging technologies are the technologies that are yet to be perceived by the wider industry; these

technologies are capable of changing the way people work, play, and collaborate. These technologies

are the true inventions, invented based out of the need to harness our eco-systems.

THE INTERNET of THINGS 

Internet of Things (IoT) solutions provide insights to

your business which has never been actionable–

today, Industry analyst predicting that there will be

more than 100 billion IoT devices expected to be

online by 2025, and with these devices increasingly

merged into the fabric of our daily lives controlling

everything from water distribution, to the energy grid,

to industrial processes to traffic lights and the list can

be endless.



BLOCKCHAIN 

Blockchain technologies are on its way to disrupt customer’s business models, especially because of its 

core characteristics, such as the concept of smart contract and immutable ledger. 

At AERIZO we have the skills to help our

customers to be the first to adopt

blockchain to their business. We are

partnered with major Blockchains startups

who have the groundbreaking technologies

to deliver either a full-stack private

blockchain platform or to integrate into a

consortium Blockchain platforms.

If you are in these businesses let us know

what are your ambitions to run your

business smartly, we have the expertise to

integrate your business transactions into

either public, private or consortium-based

blockchain projects

• Insurance 

• Healthcare 

• Car Rentals 

• Distributions 

We can assist you to be the first mover

in your industry to adopt BLOCKCHAIN

solutions. Our experts can help to shape

the solution that is customized for your

business.



ROUND THE  
CLOCK SUPPORT

Regardless of your location and time zone,

our security support experts are always on

their toes to assist you. We are ready to

extend our support 24X7 with our advisory

teams assuring prompt addressal of your

concerns.



OUR PARTNERS 



2504, HDS Tower, Cluster F, JLTDubai

United Arab Emirates

+971 4 5546230 | info@aerizome.com

mailto:info@aerizome.com

